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Introductions
• Online Instructor for TESOL and World
Learning
• F2F Teacher Trainer
• Reviewer for ELT journal
• Theater lover
• Likes to cook for her friends

• Online Instructor for
TESOL, CALPRO, OTAN, IAL
• F2F Teacher Trainer
• MWIS newsletter editor
• New Yorker cartoon aficionado
• Likes to ride bikes by the beach
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!Our Goals
* Explore the challenges of the
online teacher education environment
* Provide some solutions
to those challenges
* Vent a little
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What are your
goals for our
time together?

AGENDA
!Introductions
!Responding to F2F and Online Affect
!Background on Online Learning: Challenges and Benefits
!A Closer Look at the Challenges
- Instructor affect
- Participation
- Community
- Online personalities

!Q&A, Next Steps
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How would you reply?
Course
Overview!

I’m having a difficult
time finding the books
in the bookstore and
the Live Journal site
keeps giving me spam!

How would you respond?
Well, it certainly has been a very frustrating way for me to start this
session!! I am unable to download the course material from the
content area.! I'm not sure if it is because I have a new computer
with Office 2007 on it, or if the D2L has made changes. We never
had this trouble in the last course.!Also, I do not like using the EzOnline-Journal. While trying to figure out how to delete all the
"friends" that cropped up when I signed on-- I was taken to an
adult content site.! Fortunately, I saw the “You must be 18 to access
this material,” so I just lied and was taken out of the screen.! My
time is very valuable, since I am!teaching full-time as well as taking
this course.!I am deeply unhappy that I had to deal with unsolicited
material. I never had to deal with that in the previous class!
I certainly hope this course will improve!
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Background – Facts and figures
Higher Ed Students in
US Taking at least one
Online Course
32%

Academic Leaders who
rate Online learning
outcomes as the same
or superior to f2f
Academic Leaders who
believe their faculty accept
the value and legitimacy of
Online
Education.
77%

"Changing

30.2%

Course: Ten Years of Tracking Online Education in the United States"
http://sloanconsortium.org/publications/survey/changing_course_2012

Background – Facts and figures

not so
much

"Changing

RETENTION

69.1%

Academic
Leaders who
consider
Online
Learning
critical to their
long-term
strategy

Majority see low retention rates
for online courses as barrier to
wide spread adoption of Online
Ed.

Course: Ten Years of Tracking Online Education in the United States"
http://sloanconsortium.org/publications/survey/changing_course_2012

Learning and Teaching Online
Benefits and Challenges
! Equality of
participation
! Control of discourse by
learners
! Less anxiety thanks to
anonymity
! Greater opportunities
for collaboration
! Authentic exchanges

! Lengthy monologues
! Pressure to respond
! Increased performance
anxiety
! Solitariness of collaborating
at a distance
! Lack of paralinguistic cues
can lead to misunderstandings
10

Lamy, M.N. and R. Hampel (2007) Online Communication in Language Learning and Teaching

Background:
First meetings, early presentations of self,
negotiations of learning community norms, and
responses for contributors all have the potential
for greater misunderstanding, all therefore
become more significant and require greater
effort to manage ... a whole new communication
process has to be learned.
-Mann, S.J. (2004) A Personal Inquiry into an
Experience of Adult Learning Online, in P. Goodyear
(ed.) Advances in! Research on Networked Learning
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Background:
Question: to what extent is student
dynamics different online than in
the traditional f2f classroom?
Answer:
Not considerably different but […]
Problem behaviors appear to
cause more offence online (Wright
2005)

A LOOK AT THE CHALLENGES IN VIRTUAL
TEACHER EDUCATION
! Instructor affect
! Community
! Participation
! Online personalities
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CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS:
INSTRUCTOR AFFECT
! Flat Instructor
! connect using media
! develop an online voice

! use of emoticons
! increased presence
through prompting (vs.
lengthy posting)
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Syllabus

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS:
COMMUNITY
! Asynchronicity

! Work with time zones
(grouping and due dates)
! Focus on importance of
interaction
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CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS:
COMMUNITY
! Diversity creating a < or > feeling

1.

c

Read about Standard 4 (Identity and Context) then
select one of the five vignettes to see the application of
the standard to an ESOL context that interests you. As
you read the vignette, consider these questions:
a. What’s the ….
b. What are …?
c. In what way(s) does ….

CHALLENGE:
SOLUTIONS: COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
Tammy[…]I know your
andtime
Sally’szones
posts will
! Work with
inspire our group! Were
! Smaller groups of 2 or
3
(grouping
and
dueValentine's
dates) day
you using
as the basis of the holiday
make collaboration easier.
! Focus on
importance
ofin
shopping
or was this
reference
interaction
1. Read about Standard 4 (Identity
and Context)
thento all holidays?
What effect would
select
one post-ers
of the fivewith
vignettes
to see the
application
! Link
prompts.
different
holidaysofhave
the standard to an ESOL context that interests
As response
on theyou.
affective
of shoppers? Your
you read the vignette, consider these questions:
summary of Taba's
a. What’s the ….
strategies are a great
b. What are …?
way to close out this
week!
c. In what way(s) does ….

!
! Diversity
Isolation or < >

c
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CHALLENGE: PARTICIPATION
Re: Task 2 - Bloom's
Taxonomy Analysis and
Discussion Forum
by Sam Smith- Tuesday,
February 5, 2013, 6:14 AM

Thanks so much for
sharing.

Re: Task 2 - Bloom's
Taxonomy Analysis and
Discussion Forum
by Sam Smith
Tuesday, February 5, 2013,
6:15 AM

Wow! Great ideas.
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Re: Task 2 - Bloom's Taxonomy Analysis and
Discussion Forum
by Bob Barker- Saturday, February 2, 2013, 4:50
PM

Lola, I think you did a great job here. Your
Warm-up is distinct from the taxonomy, yes?
I do see that your revision of this must
include the synthesizing and creating
questions to be complete. When I did mine, I
didn't realize that I was supposed to pull the
students farther afield from the core material
and into the higher-level thinking realm. I
think you could help yourself by only
choosing one level to identify a particular
question/activity. I am impressed by the
breath of your plan.

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS: PARTICIPATION
! Fear of face loss
! differentiate AND scaffold input
! set writing norms for discussions, papers, etc.
! provide some private writing space

! Lag in response time
! Set due dates with response time in mind
! (See asynchronous solutions)

! Tendency to write a lot that’s not HOT.
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! Consider these three online teaching
challenges:
! Instructor affect
! Community
! Participation

Which of the solutions mentioned would you
take back to your context?
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CHALLENGE: ONLINE PERSONALITIES
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Some Challenging Personalities
Online and Off...
• DOMINATOR
• MS./MR. CRANKY
• YAYSAYER
• NAYSAYER
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• PEACOCK

How do you
think these
“types” behave
in the online
community?

• SURFER
• “GOTTAHAVANA”

ONLINE PERSONALITIES:
WORKING ON SOLUTIONS
! MANAGEMENT
(Dominator, M. Cranky,
Peacock, Gottahavana)
! Adopt a formal tone to contrast
with T’s previous “voice.”
! Use “Softening” language to
“gentle” the situation
! Work with off-site management
(email, phone, f2f- if possible)
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! PROMPTING /ELICITING/
SOLICITING
(Yaysayer, Naysayer, Surfer)

! Imagine this scenario…
! How would you handle…
! You mention xxx, could
you elaborate on how …
! If you had to choose
between…. and …

YOUR TURN:
Look at the sample on your handout.
How would you respond?

24
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NEXT STEPS…
For an online version of the handout (with live links)
and a copy of this presentation go to:

www. lightheartedlearning.com/tools-tips
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It is said that computers
will NOT replace
teachers,
but teachers who use
computers will replace
those who don’t!
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